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Summary: Closed reduction and intramedullary nailing under x-ray fluoroscopy is the
current treatment of choice for femoral shaft fractures. However, many images are
required to successfully perform the procedure, especially for distal locking of the nail,
resulting in cumulative radiation exposure to the surgeon. Recently, computer-based
technologies have been developed for surgical navigation, enabling the surgeon to accu-
rately track in real-time the instruments, implants, and patient anatomy during a procedure.
This article reviews the principles and potential benefits of computer-aided image-guided
surgery for femoral shaft fracture, its indications, and its pitfalls. The existing systems,
commercially available and prototypes, and the early clinical experience using this
technique are also briefly discussed. Key Words: Computer-assisted orthopaedic
surgery—Image-guided surgery—Femur fracture—Intramedullary nailing.

Femoral shaft fractures are best treated with inter-
locked intramedullary nailing, providing stable fixation
to maintain longitudinal and rotational alignment to al-
low early active range of motion.2 The introduction of
image intensifiers in the operating room has enabled the
surgeon to perform both the reduction and stabilization
without opening the fracture site, reducing further dam-
age to the traumatized area and maximizing its biologic
potential for healing. Closed antegrade nailing is a min-
imal exposure surgery and is currently the treatment of
choice for femoral shaft fractures.26 However, a great
number of fluoroscopic images are required in each step
of the procedure to achieve successful anatomic reduc-
tion and stable fixation, resulting in cumulative radiation
exposure to the surgeon, the surgical team, and the
patient.14 Limitations from this technique arise because
the images from the C-arm are uncorrelated two-dimen-
sional views with a limited field-of-vision. The surgeon
has to mentally correlate in time and space the surgical

tools and fracture fragments, manipulate them without
direct visual feedback, and obtain a new set of images to
confirm the new position.

Intraoperative complications stemming from the tech-
nical difficulties, especially during distal locking, has
prompted research in computer-assisted surgery to im-
prove the accuracy of fluoroscopy-based orthopaedic
procedures. Two types of systems, fluoroscopy-based
and computed tomography-based systems, have been
developed to intraoperatively help the surgeons navigate
and precisely position the anatomy and implants while
dramatically reducing or eliminating altogether fluoro-
scopic x-ray imaging. The first type, also called virtual
fluoroscopy, is commercially from several companies
available and is reported to improve surgical accuracy.23

LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT
PROCEDURE

The critical steps to a successful closed antegrade
femoral nailing are all sensitively dependent on fluoro-
scopic imaging:

● Establishing the starting point exactly in the pyrifor-
mis fossa is crucial to ensure a proper nail position in
the medullary canal and to avoid bone fragment mis-
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alignment and fracture when inserting the intramedul-
lary (intramuscularly) nail.

● Fracture reduction requires several images, especially
when the guide wire is introduced into the distal frag-
ment. Because the field-of-view of fluoroscopic images
is limited, several takes are necessary to confirm proper
alignment in the coronal and sagittal planes. Rotational
position is inferred by gross observation of the patient’s
patella orientation and by width mismatch of the proxi-
mal and distal bone fragments in the absence of commi-
nution at the fracture site. Femoral anteversion is not
routinely measured, even though 8% to 19% of the cases
could develop a malrotation deformity of 15° or more
compared with the uninjured side.1,27

● Locking the distal holes is arguably the most demand-
ing phase of the surgery. First, it requires a very
accurate positioning of the C-arm, perpendicular to the
distal nail longitudinal axis, until a perfect circle is
seen. Second, if the drill tip skids over the convex
surface of the femur when power drilling begins, the
chance of aiming in the center of the hole are reduced.
The surgeon needs to repeat this step, which is in-
creasingly difficult at each pass, enlarge the existing
entry point or create another one to correctly place the
locking screw in the nail. This can potentially weaken
the bone locally, jeopardizing the locking screw sta-
bility and the fracture fixation.

Cumulative radiation is of concern, especially to the
surgeon and surgical team who perform this surgery on a
regular basis. Fluoroscopic times average between 4 and
5 minutes, but can increase up to 30 minutes in compli-
cated cases. Close proximity to the patient or to the
fluoroscopic beam enhances radiation exposure both di-
rectly and from scatter. The surgeon’s and his first
assistant’s dominant hand, face, and neck, as well as the
patient’s gonads are mostly affected, especially when
they are within 24 inches of the radiation beam. During
fracture reduction and distal locking, the surgeon’s hand
is frequently within the fluoroscopic field, where direct
beam radiation is 40 mSv per minute of fluoroscopy. The
annual dose limit of radiation to the limbs is 500 mSv, as
established by the International Commission on Radia-
tion Protection and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, equivalent of 12.5 minutes of direct
beam fluoroscopic exposure. In an average case of in-
tramedullary nailing of lower limbs, 1.27 mSv of radia-
tion has been measured in the hands of surgeons mostly
during distal locking, which alone can take up to 51% of
the total fluoroscopic time.12–14

The importance of an experienced x-ray technician in
the operating room cannot be overemphasized, because

the quality of the images and the frequent changes in
C-arm position around the patient translate directly into
radiation exposure time.3 The same is true regarding the
surgeon’s experience; as the trainee progresses through
the learning curve to master this surgical technique, his
or her radiation exposure decreases.12

The surgeon relies heavily on his or her hand–eye
coordination during the entire procedure, mentally cor-
relating the still fluoroscopic two-dimensional (2-D) im-
ages to the three-dimensional (3-D) anatomy and surgi-
cal tools that he or she is dynamically manipulating. This
mental process is challenged with the more precise steps
of the procedure such as distal locking, especially when
the case is done during the night or early morning, as is
often the case.

Other limitations occur for preoperative planning and
intraoperative measurements, because the images are
2-D projection, which are affected by the individual
radiographic technique (such as emergency room films),
peripheral distortion, therefore yielding only approxi-
mate values for bone length, canal width, and femoral
anteversion.15,21

Some of the existing problems have been addressed
with limited success. Several devices for distal locking
have been developed such as fluoroscopic targeting
tools, radiolucent drill guides, mechanical guides, and
magnetic systems, none of which have really substituted
the free-hand technique.11,24

The low-resolution, contrast-limited field of view and
distortion of conventional fluoroscopy is improving sig-
nificantly in the newest generation of motorized 3-D
fluoroscopes. However, a large number of images are
still necessary, and these are static views only. Other
imaging modalities such as intraoperative magnetic res-
onance (MR) and computed tomography (CT) are not
practical for femur fracture surgery. Ultrasound is cur-
rently under development for intraoperative use in ortho-
paedics, and could be a promising alternative once an
acceptable resolution for fracture work is achieved.

In summary, the current technique is limited by the
radiation exposure, the high number of images necessary
at each step, the variability in results, which depends on
the surgeon’s skills, the lack of accurate measurement of
axis and alignment, and the images’ limited field of view.

GOALS AND CAPABILITIES OF COMPUTER-
ASSISTED SURGERY SYSTEMS

Based on the previous section, the main goals of
computer-assisted surgery (CAS)-based systems are:

1. To reduce the cumulative radiation exposure;
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2. To reduce the complications stemming from align-
ment and positioning errors of bone fragments and
surgical tools;

3. To improve the accuracy of distal locking;
4. To improve the surgeon’s hand–eye coordination by

decreasing the burden of having to mentally correlate
the images with the procedure;

5. To improve the preoperative planning: fracture as-
sessment, bone length, canal width and anteversion
measurements, matched implant selection;

6. To reduce the outcome variability by easing the skill-
acquisition learning curve; and

7. Preoperative planning can be done entirely on the
computer and the information stored until retrieval in
the operating room. Modeling technology allows the
computing of geometric models and bone properties
extracted from CT and x-ray images.8,20 These mod-
els are used to perform all anatomic measurements
and to find an ideally matched implant, substituting
the current practice using plain x-ray films.4,5 Image-
processing techniques can significantly improve the
quality of fluoroscopic images by enhancing contrast
and eliminating geometric and intensity distortion, pan-
oramic images can be created to overcome the limited
field of vision.28 Three-dimensional CT data can give a
better view of the fracture pattern and alignment both for
planning and intraoperative navigation, but it is not
likely to become a routine use in fracture surgery in term
of additional costs, time, and practicality.

Intraoperative navigation allows the surgeon to follow
the position and orientation in 3-D of the bone fragments,
surgical tools, and implants in real-time. This enabling
technology gives maximal information and objective
measurements of what is happening during the procedure
on the computer display. The navigation computer cre-
ates a “virtual reality” view of the operative field by
integrating information from the preoperative and intra-
operative images with models of tracked tools and im-
plants already recorded in the computer database. The
bone fragments, tools, and implants are attached to track-
ers, and their position is continuously monitored and
updated by the computer, which then calculates the
relative position of each tracked element in space. The
tracking technology can be optical (infrared) or mag-
netic, with a position and orientation accuracy well
within 1 mm and 1° (Polaris and OptoTrack, Northern
Digital, Canada). The position of the tracked objects is
then correlated with the fluoroscopic images during the
surgery. The surgeon can view on the screen the changes
in position of the bone fragments as he manipulates
them, their measurements in space, the position of tools

such as the drill tip and its projected trajectory on 2
planes simultaneously, locate the exact axis of the distal
locking holes, and make corrections as he progresses
through the case with very few fluoroscopic images
taken.6,8,25

Another area of CAS research focuses on enhancing
the surgical gesture by assisting the surgeon to perform
manual tasks. These devices range from passive mechan-
ical guides to robotic tools, motorized and controlled by
a computer, with intraoperative navigation capability
coupled to the preoperative planning information. In
fracture surgery, 2 types show potential for routine use in
the operating room: passive or semiactive arms that
allow steady and precise spatial localization for drilling
pilot holes, and semiactive/active robots to perform frac-
ture reduction and distal hole targeting.8,18,19,25

CAS systems are designed to meet stringent safety
requirements. In case of failure or complication during
surgery, they can be easily stopped and removed, so the
procedure could be completed conventionally at any
given time.

IMAGE-GUIDED SURGERY (IGS)

Virtual Fluoroscopy
Virtual fluoroscopy has emerged as the most viable

technique for intraoperative navigation for femur frac-
ture surgery. The system consists typically of:

● An optical tracking unit, which emits and receives
infrared signals;

● One or more tracked frames placed on the patient’s
anatomy, surgical tools, and implants;

● A computer unit and monitor(s); and
● A C-arm calibration ring.

The underlying technical principles are fluoroscopic
image correction and real-time tracking. Conventional
fluoroscopic images are geometrically distorted and
therefore need to be corrected for intraoperative naviga-
tion. The calibration ring has 2 plates on which a grid of
fiducials (small crosses or spheres) is mounted. Because
the distance between fiducials is known, the computer
unit can measure from the images the distance variations
caused by distortion and correct the image so that the
fiducial distances are as they should be. The fluoroscopic
image is now a spatially uniform lattice unto which the
tracked elements will be superimposed. Tracking plates
consist of 3 to 5 elements mounted on a rigid tree-like
plate that either reflect (passive) light or emit (active)
infrared signals. The optical unit detects the signal com-
ing from the tracked element as they move in space and
passes them to the computer, which calculates their exact
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position and orientation and correlates this information
with corrected fluoroscopic images. The computer dis-
play shows simultaneously in 2 orthogonal planes the
tracked elements as color-coded lines and continuously
updates in real-time their position and orientation, which
can also be read as numeric values of axis deviation.

In the operating room, the set-up of the navigation
equipment requires trained personnel to minimize prep-

aration time (Fig. 1). It is very important to place the
optical unit in a position where its field of vision will be
unobstructed. The patient is positioned on a fracture table
and prepared in the usual fashion, the fractured side
slightly overdistracted. Femoral anteversion can be cal-
culated at this time by taking a set of orthogonal fluoro-
scopic images both proximally and distally on the unin-
jured femur. The surgeon can select on the screen 6

FIG. 1. Virtual fluoroscopy sys-
tem in action (Hadassah Ein-
Karem Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel).
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reference points that will enable the computer to calcu-
late the anteversion and bone length. A tracked plate is
mounted on the nail insertion handle; the nail length and
locking screw holes’ axis and position are registered with
a tracked pointer. Both the plate and the pointer have to
be in sight of the optical unit during this step. Next, a
tracked reference frame plate is rigidly mounted on the
cortex of the proximal femur fragment and a set of
orthogonal fluoroscopic images is taken. The starting
point is chosen without taking additional fluoroscopic
images by following the color-coded line of a navigated
drill on the screen (Fig. 2A). The drill axis and tip will be
shown in a color and the projected drilling trajectory can
be shown as an extension of the drill axis in a different
color. The surgeon can continuously monitor the position
and anticipated drill perforation line on the orthogonal
fluoroscopic images simultaneously until an ideal portal
is determined. Once the proximal reaming is performed,
the reference frame is now moved to the anterolateral
cortex of the distal femur. A new set of fluoroscopic
images is taken to view the fracture site. A tracked
reduction rod is then inserted and driven into the proxi-
mal femoral canal. Its virtual axis is seen as an advancing
color line. A different color represents the distal fracture
fragment virtual. Because the reference frame is on the

distal fragment, its virtual axis will not be seen moving
during the manipulation of the fracture. Rather, it is the
reduction rod virtual axis that will be moving relative to
the distal fragment axis. Reduction is obtained once both
virtual axes match on orthogonal planes. Note that the
fluoroscopic images of the bone fragments do not move
during this process, only the color lines of both virtual
fracture axes. A guide wire is then inserted and the
reaming can take place in the usual fashion, if so chosen.
The navigated nail is inserted and a new set of fluoro-
scopic images is taken in the distal femur to verify its tip
position. Femoral anteversion can now be corrected by
manually adjusting the fracture in rotation until the
desired angle is shown on the computer display. Two sets
of orthogonal fluoroscopic images are taken, one for
each distal hole locking. Two circles appear on the
screen; the distal hole axis is obtained when both circles
are concentric (Fig. 2B, C). The navigated drill axis is
displayed simultaneously on the 2views. The rest of the
procedure is done in the standard fashion. At any point in
time the navigation can be interrupted and the case
continued conventionally. Overall, roughly a dozen im-
ages are taken, significantly reducing radiation exposure.
Furthermore, the surgeon does not even need to be close

FIG. 2. (Figure continues)
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FIG. 2. (Continued) Tibial in-
tramedullary nailing with the
FluoroNav system (Medtronics,
USA).
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to the radiation beam when images are taken, because all
the critical steps are done under virtual guidance.

Experimental distal locking studies showed a 100%
success rate in placing the screws with less than 6
seconds of radiation exposure. The accuracy was very
high, with only 11 of 102 screws touching the nail without
damaging it.20,22 Early clinical experience reported by
Suhm et al. on 42 intramedullary nailings yielded only 1
misplaced screw and 8 touching the nail. Fluoroscopy time
ranged between 4 and 43 seconds (average, 16 sec) with an
average surgical time of 43 minutes.

Commercially available systems (Medtronics, USA;
MediVision, Switzerland; BrainLab, Germany) share
these technical principles but might vary in some of their
features such as image recognition of bone, touch-screen
menus, interface, and graphics. The set-up is straightfor-
ward and could only take a couple of minutes as the

newer navigation units can be wheeled where needed or
ceiling-mounted such as arthroscopy towers. The time
for registration and calibration is well compensated for
by decreased fluoroscopy time and time saving for re-
duction and distal locking.

Computed Tomography-Based Systems
Preoperative CT enhances fracture pattern analysis,

provides accurate anatomic spatial relationships, and
allows for precise measurements and implant matching.
Currently, CT-based CAS systems are used in spine,
acetabular, and pelvic surgery, where these complex
tridimensional anatomies are best evaluated. High-reso-
lution 3-D images of the bone, surgical tools, and im-
plants are simultaneously available in 3 planes to the
surgeon during intraoperative navigation, offering dra-
matic improvement in surgical technique accuracy. Com-

FIG. 3. FRACAS screen showing 3 views of the proximal and sagittal bone fragment models constructed from their computed tomography scans
in the intraoperative position. The actual relative and absolute periaxial rotation angles are displayed at the bottom of the screen.
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puted tomography scans are not routinely performed in
femur fracture cases as a result of increased costs, time,
and practicality for conventional fracture surgery. How-
ever, some CAS systems offer a platform integrating the
superior accuracy of CT imaging with the flexibility of
intraoperative navigation. One such system is FRACAS,
in which the preoperative planning includes all axis and
bone length measurements, and the possibility to perform
the entire surgical procedure virtually, including fracture
reduction and implant selection.8 During intraoperative
navigation, the surgeon relies on 3-D images and models
in 3 dimensions in which surgical tools and implants are
constantly updated without the need for further radiation
(Fig. 3). All measurements can be done until the planned
surgery goals have been met. The FRACAS system also
provides a measure of the fractured bone periaxial bone
rotation based on the healthy bone information.17

The prototype of the FRACAS system has been com-
pleted and in vitro experiments have been conducted.
Several CT datasets of actual patients and dry bones
were acquired. Preliminary evaluation by one surgeon of
the modeling, validation, visualization, and preoperative
planning indicates satisfactory results and ease of use,
with planning times of approximately 15 to 20 minutes.
A physical simulator was built to evaluate the ergonom-
ics and accuracy of the system and to train surgeons. To
validate the anteversion measurements, 3 dry femurs
were CT scanned with a 2-mm slice interval and then
were broken to simulate fractures and mounted on the
simulator. Two different surgeons successfully per-
formed the reduction within 2 minutes. The measured
angle on the fractured femur was determined to be within
1° to 4.5° (3–13%) for bones with normal 18.5° to high
(34.5°) anteversion. The repeatability of the fracture
reduction was within a range of �0.5°, which is a 2-fold
improvement over previously published results.

The FRACAS system can correlate fluoroscopic im-
ages with the preoperative CT images to avoid surface
registration, which is not possible during closed intra-
muscularly nailing. Perhaps with the newest generation
of high-speed helical CT scanners it will not be so
inconvenient and expensive to obtain a femur CT in a
polytrauma patient needing a scan of his head or abdo-
men if it can provide a faster, safer, and more accurate
fracture surgery.

POSITIONING SYSTEMS

Although the previously described navigation systems
allow the surgeon to reach a desired tool and anatomy
configuration during surgery, they do not help maintain it
during the surgical action. For distal locking, the systems

guide the surgeon in aligning the drill axis with the distal
hole axis but do not guarantee that the alignment will
prevail when the drilling starts. The drill bit can slip
when it touches the cortical bone and its axis can deviate
from the distal hole axis as the drilling proceeds. To
prevent this, a mechanical guide that maintains the axis
alignment during drilling is needed.

Two prototype systems have been developed to ad-
dress this problem: the CAOS system for distal nailing
was developed at the University of Hull, U.K.,16,25 and
the bone-mounted MARS robot (Mazor Surgical Tech-
nology, Caesarea, Israel).8,18

The Hull system consists of a breakable, orientable
passive arm with a drill guide, an optical tracker, and a
computer. The system guides the user through a graphic
display to align the axis of the drill guide with the axis of
the distal holes as seen in anterior–posterior and lateral
distal fluoroscopic images. Once the alignment is
achieved, the passive arm is locked into position and the
surgeon can drill the distal holes through the drill guide.
It is assumed that the patient’s leg does not move
between the time of fluoroscopic image acquisition and
drilling time. A target accuracy of 1 mm and 1° error at
the drill tip was achieved on plastic phantom bones. The
main drawbacks of the system are that the passive arm is
cumbersome and expensive, that it assumes no leg mo-
tion, and that it requires a tracking unit.

The MARS system (Fig. 4) consists of a miniature
robot fitted with a drill guide that provides mechanical
guidance for manual drilling. The robot, which weighs
only 150 g, is directly mounted on the bone (laterally,
distal to the fracture line and proximal to the distal
locking nail holes) or on the intramedullary nail’s head
(through a supporting plate). The drill guide and the
nail’s distal locking holes’ axes are automatically aligned

FIG. 4. Photograph of the MARS robot (Mazor Surgical Technolo-
gies, Israel) mounted on the nail head.
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with a few x-ray fluoroscopic images. Mounting the
robot directly on the nail or on the patient’s bone is
minimally invasive, eliminates the need for leg immobi-
lization, and obviates the need for real-time tracking. The
MARS robot positional accuracy is 0.1 mm or better,
which is by far sufficient. Preliminary in vitro results
show a worst-case deviation of 1.5 mm and 2° between
the drill guide axis and hole axis at the screw entry point,
which is considered acceptable.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As we have seen, the CAS systems described here
address the geometric and positioning problems associ-
ated with the current femoral intramedullary nailing proce-
dure. Most of the clinical data to date shows clear improve-
ments when the systems are used, although this is not
universal.7 Much work and clinical experience is still nec-
essary to see these systems in routine clinical practice.

Virtual fluoroscopy is the most commonly used CAS
application. To date, approximately 500 systems have
been installed in hospitals around the world, with the
numbers expected to increase in the near future as the
technology becomes familiar to surgeons and clinical
studies show their advantages. It will enter common
clinical use when the system prices drop, the learning
curve is shortened, and multiple procedures can be per-
formed with them. The FRACAS system, although of-
fering the most comprehensive solution, requires a pre-
operative CT, which is not currently routine practice and
needs to undergo clinical trials. The CAOS system for
distal targeting assumes patient immobilization between
the image acquisition time and the arm positioning. It
also needs to undergo clinical trials.

The CAS methods discussed here for intramedullary
nailing of femoral fractures are also relevant in other
clinical applications. Intramedullary tibial nailing is the
closest one. Tibial nailing is easier than femoral nailing
because there is less muscle mass for reduction and the
nail suffers less deformation. However, guidance is still
necessary for distal tibial nailing, and the methods de-
scribed here are applicable with little or no modification.
Other possible applications include femoral head fractures,
hip fracture fixation, radius and shoulder fractures.

It is our belief that real-time tracking will become an
integral part of future interventional systems. Medical
imaging equipment manufacturers are designing new sys-
tems in which real-time tracking is an integral part of the
imaging procedure. The integration simplifies the system,
provides better accuracy, and is more cost-effective. We
also believe that small robotic systems directly mounted on
the patient anatomy and guided with a few fluoroscopic

x-ray images hold great promise for precise targeting and
drill positioning.

9,10
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